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A B S T R A C T

We present a novel nanosecond laser-based high-throughput surface nanostructuring (nHSN) process that can
simultaneously create random nanostructures and attain desirable surface chemistry over large-area metal alloy
surfaces. nHSN consists of two sequential steps: (1) nanosecond laser texturing (NLT) and (2) chemical im-
mersion treatment (CIT). NLT step in water confinement (wNLT) does not generate topological patterns but
preconditions the metal surface chemically and mechanically. Our analysis shows that surface nanostructuring
results from a combined effect of chemical etching and attachment of functional groups during the CIT phase of
nHSN. A proper silane reagent can be selected for the CIT phase to achieve the desired surface wetting behavior,
while laser parameters can also be adjusted during the NLT phase to finely tune the nanostructuring mechanism.
nHSN nanostructures with fluorosilane chemistry repel water, while those with cyanosilane chemistry attract
water. Extreme wettability including superhydrophobicity and superhydrophilicity is assessed for multiple en-
gineering metal alloys including aluminum, steel and titanium alloys. Compared with existing ultrashort laser-
based surface-texturing methods, the nHSN laser scan time represents a significant improvement in processing
efficiency and enables a practical throughput for large-area processing of engineering alloys.

1. Introduction

In nature, many materials possess delicate surface nanostructures
that render outstanding surface functionalities. In recent years, re-
searchers have begun to artificially engineer metal alloy surfaces with
different types of surface nanostructures [1,2]. These metal surface
nanostructures can exhibit extreme wetting properties, i.e., super-
hydrophobicity or superhydrophilicity, which has led to many in-
novative applications, including anti-icing [3], drag reduction [4], self-
cleaning [5] and anti-bacterial surface treatment [6]. A number of
surface processing/fabrication techniques have been developed for
metal alloys to produce nanostructures for extreme surface wettability
applications. These techniques can be categorized into three main ap-
proaches: (a) the top-down approach, (b) the bottom-up approach and
(c) the combined approach. The top-down approach removes material
from a bulk workpiece and creates nanoscale structures using energy
sources and chemical and electrochemical processes. Typical top-down
approaches include etching [7], anodization [8] and lithography [9].
The bottom-up approach builds nanoscale features via nano-manu-
facturing of atomic and molecular-scale components. Typical bottom-
up approaches include electrodeposition [10], electrospinning [11] and

the sol-gel method [12]. A combined approach incorporates both top-
down and bottom-up approaches [13] to fabricate surface structures.
However, each of these approaches has some distinct drawbacks that
limit their practicability and reliability. For example, lithography,
electrodeposition and electrospinning require expensive equipment and
are very time-consuming. Etching and anodization, on the other hand,
are time- and cost-efficient, but their process flexibility and precision
are very low. A combined approach might increase process precision,
but it would require complex manufacturing procedures, and the pro-
duction cost and time consumption would be extremely high. The
above-mentioned disadvantages and limitations make it difficult to
fabricate large surface areas effectively using these methods. There is an
urgent need for the development of new technologies that can effi-
ciently fabricate surface nanostructures.

Laser-based surface-texturing methods have emerged in the last
decade as a popular top-down approach demonstrating the significant
advantages of high precision and process flexibility. These existing
technologies frequently utilize ultrashort pulse lasers, e.g., femtosecond
lasers or picosecond lasers, to fabricate either a laser-induced periodic
surface structure (LIPSS) [14,15] or laser-inscribed hierarchical or dual-
scale surface structures [16,17] on metal surfaces. A LIPSS typically
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consists of laser-induced surface ripples with a periodicity equal to or
smaller than the wavelength of the laser radiation (much smaller than
the effective laser spot size). These LIPSS ripples are self-organized
surface structures, and their periods vary based on the laser fluence
applied. The hierarchical structure consists of ordered microstructures
(e.g., parallel microgrooves/microtrenches/microspikes/spot array)
and laser-induced random or periodic nanostructures on top of the
microstructures. These ultrashort pulse lasers often scan line profiles
with a very fine spatial resolution of a few tens of micrometers and
require several pulses per spot to create the desired surface structures.
The surface scanning efficiency is usually kept low because of the high
spatial resolution needed. As a result, the processing speed and process
throughput are very low for those processing techniques [18,19]. It
takes several minutes to several hours to texture a 1 in2 metal surface
[20,21]. Consequently, the laser-texturing methods that use ultrashort
pulse lasers are limited to processing small areas. This also restricts
these laser-texturing techniques from being adopted for commercial
usage to treat large surface areas for industrial applications. Hier-
archical structures can also be created by single-step nanosecond laser
irradiation [5,23–25]. Microscale surface features like microtrenches/
microgrooves [5], micromatrix/crosshatch [25] or spot arrays [23,24]
were generated by nanosecond laser pulsed irradiation. The random
nanoscale features were dispersed on top of the microscale features due
to the re-solidification of the ablated materials. Even though some latest
research works on nanosecond laser texturing have increased the laser
texturing rate up to 4.5 cm2/min [26–28], the processing speed is still
not high enough to enable large-area surface processing. The laser-
texturing community has welcomed exploration of an alternate ap-
proach to improve processing efficiency and reduce production cost
[18] while keeping the performance comparable with the existing
methods.

Wettability of a micro/nanostructured surface results from a com-
bined effect of surface topography and surface chemistry. Immediately
after laser texturing, a metal surface usually behaves as if it was hy-
drophilic. Three main chemistry modification methods have been ap-
plied to make a laser-textured surface superhydrophobic: storage in air
for 15–30 days [24,29], low-temperature heat treatment [30–32] and
chemical coating [14,15]. Storage in air is a very uncontrolled, lengthy
process, and the process mechanism includes organic adsorption from
air onto the textured surface [29]. Therefore, the time to achieve su-
perhydrophobicity often varies from location to location due to the
variation in organic constituents in the atmosphere. The mechanism of
achieving superhydrophobicity using low-temperature heat treatment
is very similar to storage in air. It occurs due to the accelerated ad-
sorption of organic constituents when kept in air after the heat treat-
ment [30]. This process reduces the required time from several days to
one day or a few hours. The most suitable solution to achieve super-
hydrophobicity is to perform a chemical treatment after laser texturing;
this produces a durable superhydrophobic surface in a short period.

Although a superhydrophilic surface can also be fabricated by laser
texturing, there has been limited research in this direction. Achieving a
sustainable laser-textured superhydrophilic surface also requires sur-
face chemistry modification after the laser-texturing process. Generally,
two processes have been explored to achieve superhydrophilicity on
laser-textured metals: boiling water treatment [31] and high-tempera-
ture heat treatment [29]. The boiling water treatment created a pseu-
doboehmite nanostructure in aluminum with enriched eOH groups to
achieve superhydrophilicity [31]. However, this process does not apply
to some metals and metal alloys like iron or steel, which see detrimental
effects when kept in hot water. Superhydrophilicity was also achieved
by a high-temperature heat treatment by burning out the absorbed
organic constituents on the textured surface [29]. However, a high-
temperature heat treatment might induce other effects like re-
crystallization and grain orientation change, the effects of which on
wettability are still unknown. On the other hand, research on the
chemical treatment of laser-textured metal to make it superhydrophilic

has not yet been conducted.
There are two major issues with the existing laser-based metal-

surface-texturing methods: (1) the low process throughput, and (2) lack
of appreciation of the roles of surface chemistry for laser-textured
surfaces. Indeed, a significant knowledge gap exists in the current lit-
erature on the role of surface chemistry on laser-textured surface
structures, and this has significantly limited the further development of
these laser-based technologies. A systematic understanding of the in-
terdependence of laser-textured surface structure and surface chemistry
modification is required. Development of a new laser-based technique
for fast, scalable surface nanostructuring is critically needed for ex-
treme surface wettability applications.

In this work, a novel nanosecond laser-based high-throughput sur-
face nanostructuring (nHSN) process was developed to simultaneously
create random nanostructures and attain desirable surface chemistry
over large-area metal alloy surfaces. A preparatory study was carried
out on the nHSN process to investigate the feasibility of the process
design [33–35] and secure the novelty of the process [36]. This study
includes a complete analysis of the process for multiple materials in two
extreme wettability scenarios: superhydrophobicity and super-
hydrophilicity. nHSN experiments were performed on multiple en-
gineering alloys including AISI 4130 steel, aluminum alloy (AA 6061)
and titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) to produce these two extreme wetting
conditions. The mechanism of nanostructure generation and surface
chemistry change was investigated using a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and inductively
coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) analyses.

2. nHSN process

2.1. Process development

To develop the nHSN process, a Q-switched Nd:YAG nanosecond
laser (wavelength 1064 nm), which emits a pulse duration of 6–8 ns and
a pulse energy on the order of hundreds of mJ, was used in the nano-
second laser texturing (NLT) step. A 3-axis galvanometer laser scanner
(SCANLAB intelliSCAN® 20 and varioSCANde 40i), configured with an f-
theta objective, served to direct the laser scanning of the metal surface.
Various laser-processing modes were initially investigated for process
development, including nanosecond laser texturing in air (aNLT) and
water-confined nanosecond laser texturing (wNLT). During wNLT, the
metal workpiece is submerged in deionized (DI) water, thereby con-
fining the laser-induced plasma and surface-enhancing effects. In con-
trast to conventional laser-texturing methods [5,20,25,37–41], wNLT is
novel in its application of high energy radiation as nanosecond pulses at
a coarse spatial resolution and under water confinement.

After the laser-texturing step, a chemical immersion treatment (CIT)
was developed to induce surface chemistry modification of the laser-
treated surfaces by immersion in a silane reagent solution. For the in-
itial set of experiments, the laser-textured material was immersed in an
ethanol solution of 1.5 wt% chlorosilane reagent
[CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2SiCl3], also known as FOTS, at room temperature for
~3 h. Workpieces were then cleaned and dried using compressed ni-
trogen. The CIT process is easier to operate and more efficient than
conventional surface-texturing methods [14,15] that achieve surface
silane modification through deposition of evaporated silane reagents
under vacuum conditions and elevated temperatures.

Water contact angle (θw) was used in this experimental analysis to
characterize the surface wettability, which describes the tendency of a
liquid to spread into or repel from a solid metal surface. The surface
wettability of water can be categorized into four categories: hydro-
phobic, hydrophilic, superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic [42].
Using θw of 90° as a threshold, surfaces are divided into hydrophobic
surface (θw > 90°) and hydrophilic surface (θw < 90°). θw with a
value less than 10° is designated as superhydrophilic, and the water
completely spreads over the surface. θw with a value between 10° and
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90° is categorized as hydrophilic, while surfaces with θw between 90°
and 150° are designated as hydrophobic. When θw is greater than 150°,
the surface is generally regarded as superhydrophobic.

The θw measurement results are shown in Fig. 1 for AISI 4130 steel
specimens, which were treated with various experimental combina-
tions. Uncertainty in these θw measurements was typically on the level
of a few degrees, and the averaged measurement value was used in the
following discussions. θw was 85.8° for an AISI 4130 steel specimen
without any treatment and increased to 96.9° after CIT treatment, in-
dicating that the CIT process alone does not significantly alter surface
wettability. aNLT produced a highly hydrophilic surface with a θw less
than 20° shortly after (within several hours of) laser texturing. With
CIT, the θw of the aNLT specimen surface increased to 153.2°. wNLT
also produced a highly hydrophilic surface with a θw less than 20°
shortly after laser texturing. However, with the CIT step directly fol-
lowing wNLT, the θw of the resultant surface dramatically increased to
161°. Both aNLT and wNLT, in conjunction with CIT, produced super-
hydrophobic surfaces with θw greater than 150°. wNLT rendered higher
θw, mainly due to the use of water as a confinement medium, which
confines the laser-induced plasma and enhances the surface-texturing
effects. More importantly, wNLT significantly improves processing ef-
ficiency by employing nanosecond laser texturing under water con-
finement. For instance, a 5 mm-diameter laser spot (D) and a large laser
line spacing of 2 mm were applied during wNLT, substantially reducing
specific laser scanning time, ts, from hundreds of minutes per square
inch (using a femtosecond or picosecond laser [20,21,43]) and several
minutes (using a nanosecond laser [26,41,44]) to ~10 s/in2. This
breakthrough yields a feasible treatment pathway for macroscale metal
surfaces.

In summary, the optimized nHSN process comprises two sequential
steps of NLT and CIT, as illustrated in Fig. 2. NLT can not only pre-
condition a large-area metal surface using a rapid scanning mode, but
also scan a complex surface profile following computer-generated
paths. It can be performed under water (wNLT) or in air (aNLT) using a
wide range of laser operating parameters. CIT is a simple procedure for
creating nanostructures over the laser-textured areas and attaining the
desired chemistry. In this study, fluorosilane and cyanosilane can be
used to achieve superhydrophobicity and superhydrophilicity, respec-
tively. Fluorosilane reagents are selected for the CIT process to achieve
superhydrophobicity due to the presence of -CF2- and -CF3 groups in
their chemical structure, which are known to reduce the surface energy
[41,45]. Besides the aforementioned FOTS, 1H,1H,2H,2H-per-
fluorododecyltrichlorosilane [CF3(CF2)9(CH2)2SiCl3], also known as
FDDTS, was also investigated in this research to achieve even higher
degrees of superhydrophobicity. In order to achieve a high degree of
hydrophilicity or superhydrophilicity, 3-cyanopropyltrichlorosilane
[CN(CH2)3SiCl3], also known as CPTS, was selected for the CIT process
because of the highly polar eCN group in its chemical structure, which

facilitates the high attractive force for water molecules [46]. The nHSN
experiments conducted in this work were only focused on the combi-
nation of wNLT and CIT.

A 10,000 mm2 area AA 6061 specimen treated with the nHSN
process is shown in Fig. 3, where spherical water droplets are formed,
demonstrating superhydrophobicity when water is sprayed on the
surface. For this specimen, a specific laser scanning rate (defined as the
area that can be laser processed in a unit time duration of 1 min and
indicated by the symbol of Rs) of 13.4 cm2/min was achieved using the
following laser-processing parameters: laser power intensity (IP) of 0.40
GW/cm2, pulse energy (E) of 338 mJ, D of 3.7 mm, y-spacing (Ly) of
1.5 mm, overlap ratio (Or) of 50%, and v of 15 mm/s. It took only
~7.5 min to scan this 100 mm × 100 mm area. It should be noted that
the laser-processing rate is still limited in this case due to the laser
equipment constraint of the current system using a laboratory laser
(Spectra-Physics Quanta-Ray Lab-15 ns laser). An industry-level nano-
second laser will scale up the laser-processing rate and enable a larger
area by using a higher laser spot and higher laser repetition rate.

2.2. nHSN experiments

Important processing variables such as target materials, silane re-
agent, and laser operation parameters were evaluated for their roles in
the nanostructuring mechanism and extreme wettability by performing
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a set of nHSN experiments. Several important engineering alloys were
used as work material in this research, including AISI 4130 steel, AA
6061 alloy and Ti-6Al-4V. These engineering alloys have been widely
used for a range of applications in the aerospace, marine, power gen-
eration and offshore industries. The metal alloy specimens were pre-
pared as ground square sheets. During the NLT experiments, a wide
range of laser-processing parameters were evaluated. The processing
parameters selected in this work will ensure that the nHSN process can
be studied and investigated within a wide processing window, which
helps verify the robustness and flexibility of this innovative process.
During the CIT treatment, various silane reagents were used to modify
the surface chemistry of the laser-textured surfaces. Details about work
materials, experimental conditions and chemical reagents are listed in
Table 1.

Wetting behaviors of the nHSN specimens were first evaluated using
the dynamic impinging test, which captured the dynamic interaction of
water with the nHSN treated surface. The dynamic impinging test used
a trigger system to generate a pulse signal when a water droplet passed
through the laser light. A high-speed imaging system (Fastcam Mini
WX100, Photron, with a macro lens, 50 mm Nikkor 1.8D, Nikon) was
used to receive the pulse signal, and the transient details of the dynamic
droplet impinging process were accurately recorded. By illuminating
the droplets using an LED spotlight, high-quality images of impacting
droplets were captured. For each test, the image acquisition rate was set
at 5000 Hz to achieve good resolution of the dynamics (i.e., spreading,
receding and rebounding) of the impacted droplets. Values of static θw
were measured using a contact angle goniometer (Rame-Hart model
100) coupled with a high-resolution CMOS camera (6–60× magnifi-
cation, Thor Laboratories). For each θw measurement, a 4 µL volume of
water was dropped to form a still water droplet on the specimen sur-
face, and its optical shadowgraph was obtained using the CMOS
camera. The optical shadowgraph was quantitatively analyzed using
the ImageJ software to determine the θw for each measurement.
Multiple θw measurements were performed at various locations on each
specimen surface, and the average value of the measurement results

was obtained. Water droplet roll-off tests were conducted using an in-
house designed roll-off angle (θRoll-off) measurement apparatus, which
consists of a rotatable stage to hold the nHSN treated surface horizon-
tally and tilts the stage with a resolution of 0.1°. For each θRoll-off
measurement, a 4 µL water droplet was micro-pipetted onto the nHSN
surface and the stage started rotating until the water droplet rolled off
the surface. The critical angle that the water droplet begins to slide
down on the inclined stage was recorded as the θRoll-off.

The surface topological features generated during the nHSN process
were examined by a Hitachi S-4800 SEM. The SEM images were taken
at different magnifications ranging from 100× to 20,000× to provide
both an overall picture and details (such as ripples, protrusions, pores
and cavities at nanoscale) of the generated surface nanostructure.

The surface chemistry of the nHSN treated surface was investigated
by XPS using a Kratos Axis Ultra high-performance system. The incident
radiation of monochromatic Al Kα X-ray (1486.6 eV) was projected 45°
to the sample surface at 150 W (accelerating voltage 15 kV and emis-
sion current 10 mA), and the photoelectron data was collected at a
takeoff angle of 90°. The chamber pressure was set in the ultra-high
vacuum range (10−9 torr). Survey scans were taken at a pass energy of
160 eV and conducted over the binding energy range of 1200 eV to 5 eV
with an increment step of 1.0 eV and a dwell time of 200 ms. Before the
identification of each peak, the whole recorded wide-scan spectrum was
aligned with the binding energy of C 1 s to calibrate the binding en-
ergies. Core level spectrum analysis was done at a pass energy of 20 eV
with an increment step of 1.0 eV and a dwell time of 1000 ms to acquire
the detailed distributions of different chemical groups. After the XPS
measurements were done, the spectra analyses were conducted using
the CasaXPS software.

During the nHSN process, surface nanostructure was generated by
combination of NLT and CIT steps. As CIT is critical for inducing the
surface chemical etching effect, it is important to understand the extent
of the effect during the nHSN process. Therefore, quantitative analysis
of the etched-away trace elements was required after the process to
determine the etching rate depending on the workpiece material. To
validate the surface chemical etching effect, the metal trace elemental
concentration of the post-CIT chemical solution was determined using
the Varian ICP-OES 720-ES. This technique is a very powerful tool for
accurate quantitative chemical analysis [47].

3. Superhydrophobic nHSN treatment

The nHSN superhydrophobic treatment uses fluorosilane reagents
such as FOTS and FDDTS for the CIT process. A dynamic impinging test
was conducted for the FOTS superhydrophobic treated AA 6061 surface
to analyze the dynamic non-wetting behavior. As shown in Fig. 4, at the
beginning of the impinging test (t = 0.1 ms), the water mass started to
contact the nHSN superhydrophobic surface. At t = 0.5 ms, a rapid
spreading process during the water droplet impinging onto the surface
was observed. Subsequently, the water droplet rebounded from the
surface at t = 5.0 ms. As the water impinged the superhydrophobic
surface, the water mass flowed only over the tip of the rough area,
while air pockets were trapped underneath the water droplet. There-
fore, the capillary force of this process should be quite small, which

Fig. 3. Spherical water droplets formed on superhydrophobic AA 6061 spe-
cimen surface produced by the nHSN process that combines wNLT and CIT. The
processed area shown in this figure is 100 mm × 100 mm.

Table 1
Experimental conditions for nHSN.

Materials D (mm) v (mm/s) IP (GW/cm2) Chemical reagent

AISI 4130 Steel,

AA 6061,

Ti-6Al-4V

0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.5,
3.0, 3.3, 3.7, 4.2, 5.2, 6.0,
6.8, 7.2

3.2, 4, 6, 7.2, 8, 10, 12,
13.25, 15, 17, 21, 24,
27.5, 29

0.1, 0.12, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.9, 1.3, 1.7, 2.4, 5.4, 7.3, 8.4,
11.8, 18.2

1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane
[CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2SiCl3] (FOTS; 98%)

1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorododecyltrichlorosilane
[CF3(CF2)9(CH2)2SiCl3] (FDDTS; 97%)

3-Cyanopropyltrichlorosilane [CN(CH2)3SiCl3] (CPTS; 97%)
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would lead to a large receding velocity due to the low water movement
resistance. The upward rebounding phenomenon of the water mass was
thus observed as a result of the low resistance.

3.1. Superhydrophobic surface characterization

The effect of laser power intensity was evaluated through the nHSN
experiments using the same silane reagent FOTS. For AISI 4130 steel
specimens, laser power intensity IP varied from 0 to 18.2 GW/cm2, with
zero indicating no wNLT treatment and only CIT treatment. θw for all
these process conditions is plotted in Fig. 5, and the measurement un-
certainty in θw is within±2° for each condition. For IP of 0 GW/cm2, a
θw of 96.9° demonstrates that the CIT process alone is not sufficient to
achieve superhydrophobicity. The specimens treated by a low IP, ran-
ging from 0.1 to 0.15 GW/cm2 during the nHSN process, show im-
proved surface hydrophobicity with θw increased to 139.4°. These tests
also indicate that a higher IP during wNLT helps increase the θw
achieved by the nHSN process. The specimens treated by an IP ranging
from 0.2 to 18.2 GW/cm2 during the nHSN process achieve super-
hydrophobicity with θw greater than 150°. Therefore, the threshold IP
value for AISI 4130 steel is 0.2 GW/cm2, which ensures super-
hydrophobicity can be achieved using the nHSN process when an IP
higher than the threshold value is used. Varying IP does not sig-
nificantly alter the θw for these superhydrophobic AISI 4130 steel
specimens. These results indicate that a wide laser operation window
exists for the nHSN process and can produce consistent super-
hydrophobic AISI 4130 steel surfaces, as long as the IP is equal to or
greater than 0.2 GW/cm2.

For AA 6061, IP varied from 0 to 8.4 GW/cm2, and the θw mea-
surement results can be found in Fig. 6. Similarly, the measurement
variation of θw was typically around±2° for each test. An untreated AA
6061 specimen that went through CIT only shows a θw of 92.3°. The
specimens treated by a low IP ranging from 0.2 to 0.3 GW/cm2 during
the nHSN process showed an improvement in hydrophobicity, with θw
increased to 133.8°. If the IP value is increased to 0.4 GW/cm2 or
higher, superhydrophobicity can be achieved on AA 6061. The θw
measurement results for both materials indicate that the nHSN process
is very robust and flexible. The threshold value of Ip to achieve super-
hydrophobicity also varies based on the work material. This wettability
analysis for both of the materials indicates that not only a wide range of
process window for superhydrophobicity but also a tunability of

hydrophobicity from 90° to 160° can be realized by controlling the laser
power intensity.

To further validate the superhydrophobicity achieved on the nHSN
treated AISI 4130 and AA 6061 surfaces, the θRoll-off of both surfaces
was characterized during the water sliding tests. The experimental re-
sults demonstrate that the θRoll-off for both nHSN treated surfaces are
between 8°-10° with an uncertainty of 0.8° within the above-mentioned
IP range. For a typical superhydrophobic surface, θw is usually above
150° and θRoll-off is generally below 10° [48]. The θRoll-off measurement
results further demonstrate the effectiveness of the nHSN process to
produce consistent superhydrophobic surfaces within a wide laser op-
eration window.

The effects of fluorosilane reagents were also studied for the su-
perhydrophobic nHSN treatment. The difference of two fluorosilane
reagents, namely FOTS and FDDTS, is the length of the eCF2e chain in
the functional group in their chemical structure. FOTS has the lower
length of the eCF2e chain while FDDTS has the higher length of the
eCF2e chain. A superhydrophobic nHSN treatment was conducted on
two different materials, namely Ti-6Al-4V and AA 6061. The compar-
ison of the θw measurement results is shown in Fig. 7. Ti-6Al-4V is only
highly hydrophobic when chemically treated using FOTS. However, it
becomes superhydrophobic when it is treated with FDDTS. For AA
6061, the θw is above 150° for both IP values. However, the θw value is
increased when the length of the functional group is increased. These
experimental results clearly illustrate the influence of the length of the
functional group on the surface superhydrophobicity. The longer the
silane tail group length, the higher the θw. This finding shows that
controlling the surface chemistry is primarily critical to modify the
surface wetting behavior for the nHSN processes.

3.2. Surface nanostructuring

nHSN surface topological structures were evaluated using an SEM
micrograph analysis. Fig. 8k shows a typical high-magnification
(20,000×) SEM micrograph for an AISI 4130 steel surface processed
using an nHSN superhydrophobic treatment, which is characterized by
random nanostructures of various protrusions and cavities, ranging in
size from less than 100 nm to several hundred nm, randomly and clo-
sely packed in the treated area. At relatively low magnifications (Fig. 8i
and j) with a view area of about 1 mm2, the nHSN specimen exhibits an
isotropic texture with numerous tiny pores homogenously distributed in

Fig. 4. Dynamic impinging test for nHSN treated superhydrophobic AA 6061 surface.
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the treated area, but no obvious microscale patterns can be observed.
The random surface nanostructures generated from nHSN are

fundamentally different from those manufactured by existing ultrashort
laser-based surface-texturing methods, which take the top-bottom ap-
proach and often rely on the generation of LIPSS (see Fig. 8a [49]) or
micro-scale patterns (see Fig. 8b [37]) over the area. The ultrashort
laser-based surface-texturing methods scan the surface area using a
focused laser spot (often in the range of 30–50 μm) and a very fine
spatial resolution. Hence, the resultant surface topological features are
very structured in the local area. In contrast, the NLT phase of nHSN
uses a large laser spot and high scanning speed to scan and precondition
the surface, while the whole macroscale area is nanostructured with
dense nanoscale features from the CIT phase.

Fig. 8c–k compares the progression of the surface topology of AISI
4130 steel from the untreated raw material condition to the wNLT and
nHSN conditions. These SEM analyses of AISI 4130 steel, as well as
other metal alloys, clearly support the occurrence of surface nanos-
tructuring resulting from chemical etching due to a reaction between
the laser-textured metal surface and the chlorosilane reagent during
CIT. The untreated surface exhibits a horizontal lay pattern at various
magnifications, as shown in Fig. 8c–e. Without the CIT treatment, the
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et al. [41] and (b) is reproduced from Martínez-Calderon et al. [37]; (c–e) untreated surface; (f–h) wNLT surface; (i-k) nHSN surface on AISI 4130 steel processed
using the IP of 7.3 GW/m2.
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wNLT laser-textured surface is characterized by microscale surface
ripples, is dispersed with pores (Fig. 8f–h) and is hydrophilic. The
distinct difference between the wNLT surface and nHSN surface clearly
supports the occurrence of surface nanostructuring resulting from
chemical etching due to the reaction between the laser-textured metal
surface and the fluorosilane FOTS reagent during the CIT step. The
chemical etching mechanism will be examined in the following section.

Although not the most critical factor in the nanostructuring me-
chanism, the laser power intensity IP used during wNLT affects the
feature size and distribution of surface nanostructure during the CIT
phase. nHSN specimens treated using different IP were examined using
SEM, as shown in Fig. 9. At 20,000× magnification with a view area of
about 20 µm2, random structures of various shapes of protrusions, rods,
cones, platelets, and pores are revealed for all these nHSN specimens. In
comparison with the surfaces treated at the IP of 0.6 GW/cm2 and 2.4
GW/cm2, a higher IP of 7.3 GW/cm2 during wNLT induces more sig-
nificant surface nanostructuring effects during the subsequent CIT
phase, resulting in a feature size decrease and an increase in nanoscale
feature density. This illustrates that the IP during the NLT phase can be
used to finely tune the surface nanostructure during the CIT phase.

3.3. Superhydrophobic surface chemistry

The surface chemistry of the nHSN surface is the key factor for
achieving desired surface wettability. In this section, the surface
chemistry of the untreated surface, wNLT surface and nHSN surface
chemically treated using FOTS for AA 6061 were quantitively analyzed
by XPS. The XPS survey spectra taken on the surface layer of the dif-
ferent surfaces can be found in Fig. 10, and the detailed elemental
composition on the surface layer can be detected. For the untreated
surface, elements such as aluminum, magnesium, oxygen and carbon
could be detected on the surface, as shown in Fig. 10a. It can be ob-
served that immediately after wNLT, the same elements were detected
on the laser-textured surface. The aluminum and magnesium came from
the substrate material, and the oxygen came from the oxidation/hy-
droxylation that occurred during wNLT (Fig. 10b). For the sample that
went through both wNLT and a subsequent CIT process, a significantly

different XPS spectrum was observed. Two additional peaks in fluorine
and silicon along with oxygen, carbon and aluminum were observed in
the survey spectrum at the surface layer (Fig. 10c). The source of the
fluorine and silicon belonged to the FOTS reagent
[CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2SiCl3]. Core-level analysis of the carbon element
shows that the carbon peak is a combination of the eCH2e, eCF2e and
eCF3 chemical groups (Fig. 10c). Those functional groups are present
on the FOTS structure, which indicates that the FOTS molecules are
successfully attached to the CIT treated surface, leading to surface
fluorination. Researchers have shown that presence of eCF2e and eCF3
groups on the surface leads to low surface energy [41,45]. This work
also clearly showed that the functional groups were attached to the
surface layer of the nHSN superhydrophobic surface. Therefore, the
surface energy of the nHSN superhydrophobic surface was significantly
reduced, which contributed to the superhydrophobicity. Surprisingly,
there was no chlorine signal detected in the XPS survey spectrum, al-
though there were three chlorine atoms in the chemical structure of the
FOTS reagent. This is because the chlorine atoms reacted with the metal
substrate during the CIT process and dissolved in the chemical solution
as metal chloride after being chemically etched.

To explore the extent of etching effects during the nHSN process, the
metal trace elemental concentration of the post-CIT chemical solution
was obtained by ICP-OES experiments to determine the etching rate
during the nHSN treatment. This technique provides accurate quanti-
tative chemical analysis. The chemical solutions that remained after the
CIT process of the superhydrophobic AA 6061 and AISI 4130 specimens
were collected, and ICP-OES analysis was conducted using these solu-
tions. The schematic representation of the experimental setup for ICP-
OES analysis is shown in Fig. 11a. The solution is converted into a mist
of finely divided droplets (aerosol) through nebulization and in-
troduced to the plasma chamber. The plasma excites the atoms, which
leads to light radiation. The radiated light is separated into different
wavelengths in the grating chamber. Subsequently, the semiconductor
photodetector measures the intensity of each wavelength, which allows
the detection of trace elements present in the solution. The wavelength
of the radiated light from Fe and Al elements are 238.204 nm and
396.152 nm, respectively. The analysis shows that the post-CIT-process

Fig. 9. SEM micrographs of nHSN superhydrophobic AISI 4130 steel surfaces processed using various IP.
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solution for AISI 4130 steel has a strong intensity peak for the Fe trace
element, whereas only the FOTS solution required for the CIT process
does not have any intensity peak (Fig. 11b). A similar result is observed
for the post-CIT-process solution of AA 6061, where a strong intensity
peak of the Al trace element is observed, while no intensity peak is
detected for the FOTS-only solution. This proves that the CIT process
induces a significant etching effect that brings the Fe element and the Al
element from the AISI 4130 steel and the AA 6061 substrate, respec-
tively, into the chemical solutions. It also validates the hypothesis that
the cholerine reacted with the metal substrate and etched away the
metal atoms from the surface. The etched metal eventually dissolves
into the solution as metal chloride.

3.4. Discussions

Based on these detailed SEM, XPS and ICP-OES analyses, there are
several key findings for the nHSN process mechanisms:

• The nHSN surface exhibits a unique surface structure consisting of
random nanostructures of various protrusions and cavities ranging
from several tens to several hundreds of nm. These surface struc-
tures are fundamentally different from those in the existing litera-
ture.

• Very complex chemical reactions, including surface chemical
etching, fluorination, oxidation and hydroxylation, are believed to
take place simultaneously between the laser-textured metal surface
and the fluorosilane reagent during the CIT process. This should be
considered as one of the key findings and is quite different from
what has been claimed in previous studies, which is that only sur-
face fluorination occurs on the laser-textured surface during the
chemical treatment [14,15]. The chemical etching event is the key
reason behind the nanostructure generation during the CIT process,
as shown in Fig. 8.

• Low energy functional groups, namely the eCF2e and eCF3 groups,
were found to be attached to the nHSN surface. These groups reduce
the surface energy and contribute to the surface wettability change.

• The reagents used to achieve superhydrophobicity have reactive
group [eSiCl3] with three chlorine atoms on each molecule and
functional groups with eCF2e and eCF3. These chlorine atoms react
with the surface hydroxide of the laser textured surface. During this
reaction process, three molecules of HCl are generated corre-
sponding to each molecule of the reagent. These HCl molecules were
responsible for the etching effect which helps to generate the final
nanostructure during the CIT process. The occurrence of the etching
effect was confirmed by the ICP-OES analysis as shown in Fig. 11. In
the meantime, successful attachment of functional groups also
happened during the CIT process, which is confirmed by the XPS
analysis as shown in Fig. 10. This indicates a simultaneous genera-
tion of nanostructure and surface chemistry during the CIT process.

• It is also observed that increasing the IP during the nHSN process
will generate a higher density of random surface nanostructures.
This demonstrates that control of laser-processing parameters can be
used to finely tune the surface nanostructure.

Based on these findings, it is believed that the random surface na-
nostructure generated during the nHSN process and the surface chem-
istry change leading to surface energy reduction are both key factors for
the significant improvement in wettability. Therefore, the surface
chemistry and surface structure of the nHSN surface should be con-
sidered equally critical for achieving the target wettability condition.
These new findings are believed to be an important part of the new
material processing sciences discovered in this work and will provide
critical insights for the interdependence of laser texturing and surface
chemistry modification and how to control the nHSN process.

4. Superhydrophilic nHSN treatment

The nHSN superhydrophilic treatment uses cyanosilane reagents
such as CPTS for the CIT process. The surface wettability change, sur-
face features and surface chemistry for the superhydrophilic/highly
hydrophilic surface fabricated by the nHSN process are investigated and
analyzed in this section. nHSN experiments were conducted for AISI

Fig. 10. XPS survey spectra of the surface layer for AA 6061: (a) untreated surface; (b) wNLT surface and (c) nHSN surface chemically treated with FOTS reagent.

Fig. 11. (a) Schematic representation of the experimental setup for ICP-OES analysis; (b) comparison of intensity plot of Fe trace element between pure FOTS solution
and post-CIT-process solution of AISI 4130 steel; and (c) comparison of intensity plot of Al trace element between pure FOTS solution and post-CIT-process solution of
AA 6061.
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4130 steel and AA 6061 using a CPTS [CN(CH2)3SiCl3] reagent. The
dynamic wetting behavior of the nHSN superhydrophilic surface was
characterized via a dynamic impinging test as shown in Fig. 12. When
the droplet impinged on the superhydrophilic surface, the water mass
started to spread on the surface, as shown at the time step of t = 0.1 ms.
During the water spreading, water beads were found to form along the
rim of the outer ring of the impinged water droplet, which can be seen
at the time step of t = 0.5 ms. The surface has a high affinity for water
due to the polar surface chemistry. Therefore, the large polar-polar
attraction force suppresses the receding movement. The impinged
water droplet then reached its maximum spread diameter at the time
step of t = 5.0 ms, and no receding process occurred. A water film was
formed over the superhydrophilic surface after the impinged water
mass reached the steady-state.

4.1. Superhydrophilic surface characterization

The variation of hydrophilicity with respect to the laser power in-
tensity is investigated in this section. IP varied from 0.1 GW/cm2 to 8.4
GW/cm2 in the wNLT process. The variation of θw for AISI 4130 steel
with respect to IP is shown in Fig. 13a. The θw for the AISI 4130 spe-
cimen treated with the CIT process only is slightly higher than 90°. This
indicates that the CIT process alone could not achieve super-
hydrophilicity. The specimens treated with a low IP ranging from 0.1 to
0.4 GW/cm2 during wNLT show a θw between 30° and 90°. These tests
indicate that a higher IP helps to decrease the θw during the nHSN
process. A further increase in IP during the wNLT process improved the
θw to the superhydrophilic range (θw < 10°). All the specimens treated
by an IP ranging from 0.5 to 8.4 GW/cm2 achieve superhydrophilicity
with a θw less than 10°. These results indicate that a superhydrophilic
AISI 4130 steel surface could be produced, as long as the IP was equal to
or greater than 0.5 GW/cm2.

A similar experimental analysis was conducted on AA 6061, and the
corresponding results are shown in Fig. 13b. The CIT treatment on
untreated AA 6061 only leads to a θw of 95°. For an IP ranging from 0.2
GW/cm2 to 0.5 GW/cm2, the θw is reduced from 90° to 60° as the IP
increases. These tests also indicate that a higher IP helps to decrease the
θw during the nHSN process. A further increase in IP significantly re-
duces the θw to the highly hydrophilic range. All the specimens treated
by IP ranging from 0.6 to 8.4 GW/cm2 achieved superhydrophilicity
with a θw of 10° or high degrees of hydrophilicity with a θw less than
30°. These results indicated that highly hydrophilic AA 6061 surfaces
could be produced, as long as the IP was equal to or greater than 0.6
GW/cm2. The experimental results indicate that the nHSN process has a
wide process window for the fabrication of a superhydrophilic/highly
hydrophilic surface and that the surface hydrophilicity can also be
tuned by controlling the laser power intensity. Care also must be taken
when selecting the laser parameter to control the resultant surface
hydrophilicity for different materials.

4.2. Surface nanostructuring

The surface microstructures produced by the nHSN super-
hydrophilic treatment were analyzed at different magnifications, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 14. The specimens were processed using an IP of 0.6
GW/cm2 and 8.4 GW/cm2. The nHSN superhydrophilic specimens show
an isotropic texture at 100× magnification. At 1,000× magnification,

spherical nanostructures are homogeneously distributed on the pro-
cessed surfaces, but it is difficult to distinguish the feature size. Images
at the magnification of 20,000× clearly show that the processed sur-
faces consist of spherical nanostructures with the feature size ranging
from a few tens to a few hundreds of nanometers. Although the surface
structures of the nHSN superhydrophilic surface are not identical to
those of the nHSN superhydrophobic surface, the nHSN treatment using
the CPTS reagent shows its effectiveness in the generation of surface
nanostructures. The SEM analysis for the nHSN superhydrophobic/su-
perhydrophilic surface confirms that the nHSN process is a very robust
and flexible surface nanostructuring process, regardless of which che-
mical reagent is used.

4.3. Hydrophilic surface chemistry

The surface chemistry of the untreated surface, the wNLT surface
and the nHSN surface chemically treated using CPTS were also quan-
titively analyzed by XPS, as illustrated in Fig. 15. The elemental com-
positions for the untreated surface and the NLT surface here are found
to be identical to those in Section 3.3, as the materials and laser-pro-
cessing parameters used are the same, as shown in Fig. 15a and b.
However, the nHSN surface that went through CIT using the CPTS re-
agent exhibits a significantly different XPS spectrum compared to that
of the nHSN surface chemically treated using the FOTS reagent. Two
additional peaks in nitrogen and silicon along with oxygen, carbon and
aluminum were observed in the survey at the nHSN highly hydrophilic
surface, as shown in Fig. 15c. The elements of nitrogen and silicon
originate from the CPTS reagent [CN(CH2)3SiCl3]. There are two
functional groups, namely the eCN and eCH2e groups, present on the
CPTS structure. The source of nitrogen and silicon is the CPTS reagent
[CN(CH2)3SiCl3]. The eCN and eCH2e groups present on the CPTS
structure were attached to the laser-textured surface leading to the
surface nitriles group. The nitriles group is known to be hydrophilic
because of the highly polar eCN covalent bond. Therefore, with its
attachment to the surface, the processed surface behaves as highly
hydrophilic. Through the SEM and XPS analyses of the nHSN highly
hydrophilic surface, it is confirmed that a nanostructured metal surface
with cyano-silane chemistry is water attractive.

An ICP-OES analysis was also conducted on the post-process solu-
tion of the CIT process with the CPTS reagent. The result demonstrates
that the chemical etching event also occurred during the CIT process
using the CPTS reagent, which is similar to that using the FOTS reagent.

5. Process throughput analysis

A process throughput analysis was conducted to compare the pro-
cessing efficiencies of this innovative nHSN process and the existing
laser-based surface-texturing methods. Existing laser-based surface-
texturing methods often use ultrashort pulsed lasers, i.e., femtosecond
or picosecond pulsed lasers, for fabrication of the superhydrophobic or
superhydrophilic surfaces. These methods generate the periodic na-
noscale features and scan the material surface at a very fine spatial
resolution with extremely low process throughput. These methods also
use various post-laser treatments, as discussed in the introduction sec-
tion, to reduce the surface energy of the laser-textured surfaces. The
process throughput of the existing laser-based processes is limited
mainly due to the low laser surface-texturing rate. In this work, only the

Fig. 12. Dynamic impinging test for nHSN superhydrophilic AA 6061 surface.
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laser surface-texturing rate during the wNLT step is discussed and
compared with the existing laser-texturing methods.

In the throughput analysis of laser texturing, the main parameter to
be discussed is Rs, i.e., the area that can be laser processed in a unit time
duration of 1 min. The higher the Rs is, the higher the process
throughput. The Rs using the nHSN process and other existing laser-

based surface-texturing methods is as shown in Fig. 16. For the nHSN
process, an Rs of 51.6 cm2/min can be achieved using the following
laser-processing parameters: IP of 0.20 GW/cm2, E of 710 mJ, D of
7.5 mm, Ly of 3 mm, Or of 50% and v of 30 mm/s. An industry-level
nanosecond laser will further scale up the laser-processing rate and
enable a larger area by using a higher E and a higher f while

Fig. 13. θw measurement results for (a) nHSN AISI 4130 steel and (b) nHSN AA 6061 specimens produced by the wNLT process at various IP ranging from 0 to 8.4
GW/cm2 followed by CIT process using CPTS reagent.

Fig. 14. SEM images of nHSN superhydrophilic surfaces fabricated on AISI 4130 steel using IP of 0.6 GW/cm2 and 8.4 GW/cm2.
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maintaining the same IP. However, the Rs is much lower for the other
existing laser-based surface-texturing methods. For femtosecond laser
surface-texturing methods, the Rs is on the level of 0.05–0.06 cm2/min
with the data obtained from research papers by Vorobyev and Guo [20]
and Steele et al. [43]. For picosecond laser surface-texturing methods,
the Rs is on the level of 0.03–0.5 cm2/min with the data obtained from
research papers by Jagdheesh et al. [22] and Liu et al. [21]. For na-
nosecond laser surface-texturing methods, the Rs is on the level of
0.1–4.5 cm2/min with the data obtained from research papers by Tang
et al. [44], Chen et al. [41] and Ta et al. [26]. It is found that the nHSN
process is at least one order faster than the existing laser-based surface-
texturing methods. It can thus be concluded that, compared with the
existing ultrashort laser-based surface-texturing techniques, the nHSN
process significantly increases the processing rate and thus will enable
large-area processing for practical throughput.

6. Conclusions

• A novel nHSN process was developed that is capable of efficiently
creating high-density nanostructures over large metal alloy surface
areas and attaining desired surface chemistry for extreme wett-
ability applications.

• The mechanism of surface nanostructuring by the nHSN process is
fundamentally new, which results from a combined effect of che-
mical etching and attachment of functional groups during the CIT
phase of nHSN.

• Based on the new nanostructuring mechanism, the proper silane
reagent can be selected for the CIT phase to achieve the desired
surface wetting behavior, while laser parameters can also be

adjusted during the NLT phase to finely tune the nanostructuring
mechanism.

• Extreme wettability including superhydrophobicity and super-
hydrophilicity is demonstrated for multiple engineering metal al-
loys, including aluminum, steel and titanium alloys.

• Compared with the existing ultrashort laser-based surface-texturing
techniques, the nHSN process significantly increases the laser-pro-
cessing rate by at least two orders and greatly reduces the produc-
tion cost, which will enable large-area processing of engineering
alloys for practical throughput.

These new findings are very important for understanding the in-
terdependence of laser texturing and surface chemistry modification
and provide new opportunities for the area of laser surface nanos-
tructuring.
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